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Models Numbers of Three Zone Tube Furnaces and Control Console systems 
 
STF55346C-1 
with 3 Programmable controllers and 3 Single thermocouples installed 
 
STF55666C-1  
with 3 Programmable controllers and 3 Single thermocouples installed 
 
HTF55347C Must be paired with one of the Control Consoles below, as it is without 
controllers. Furnace has 5 thermocouples installed; a 6th thermocouple can be installed. 
 
HTF55667C Must be paired with one of the Control Consoles below, as it is without 
controllers. Furnace has 5 thermocouples installed; a 6th thermocouple can be installed. 
 
CC58434C-1 
Has 3 single-setpoint controllers; needs 3 T/C from furnace 
 
CC58434PC-1 
Has 1 Programmable and 2 Differential controllers; needs 5 T/C from furnace 
 
CC58434PBC-1 
Has 1 Programmable, 2 Differential and 1 temperature limit controllers; needs 6 T/C 
 
CC584343PC-1 
Has 3 Programmable controllers; needs 3 T/C from furnace 
 
CC584343PBC-1 
Has 3 Programmable and 1 temperature limit controllers; needs 4 T/C from furnace 
 
 
Older model numbers that were discontinued about year 2011 
 
STF54459C, STF54759C, STF54779C 
CC58475C, CC58475PC, CC58475PBC and CC584753PBC 
CC58485C, CC58485PC, CC58485PBC and CC584853PBC 
 
 
Control systems used with three-zone tube furnaces 
 
Three separate heater areas are in the Same Chamber, each are measured and controlled 
with distinct thermocouples and controllers.  
 
Each Three Zone tube furnace will have one of these types of Control systems: 
Individually measured and controlled zones  
Or  
Primary-Mimic, or Temperature Differential control system  
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Details for individually measured and controlled zones: 
Individual controllers regulating each temperature Zone, without measuring the adjoining 
heated areas. 
 
Details for Primary-Mimic, or Temperature Differential control system: 
The Temperature Differential control system uses a Programmable controller to measure 
and operate the Center zone.  
Each End zone is operated by a single-setpoint controller, which is measuring the 
temperature difference between one End zone and the Center zone. 
Differential setpoint of 0 makes the End zone temperature the same as the Center zone. 
 
 
 
Each Control System has Pros and Cons. 
 
Individually measured and controlled zones  
Pro: 
Each controller interacts with a Specific heated-zone, displaying the Setpoint and actual 
measured temperature values for that Specific Zone.  
Con: If a series of temperature setpoint changes are needed, then each Controller needs to 
be adjusted individually. 
 
 
Temperature Differential control system 
Pro: 
One Programmable Controller can be selected to achieve a series of temperature setpoint 
changes in all Three zones. 
Con: 
If the Center zone over-heats from a defect in the thermocouple or relay, the End zones 
will measure the temperature increase and add power to the Heaters to maintain the 
selected differential setpoint, then the End zone will also exceed the desired temperature. 
 
Similarly, if one of the End zones over-heats, it will cause the Center zone temperature to 
increase, after which the End zones will follow their selected differential setpoint and 
they will also overheat. 
 
 
 
Thermocouples used to measure temperature 
 
Each Zone temperature is measured with a Thermocouple. 
End zones have a Single thermocouple. 
The Center zone will have 1, 3 or 4 thermocouples installed, depending on the Model.  
 
See Model list above for thermocouple installation and requirement details. 
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Installation of three zone tube furnaces 
 
Models starting “STF” represents Solid Tube Furnace. These have the Controllers, 
thermocouples and Relays mounted in the cabinet with the heated chamber. 
Model STF55346C-1 includes a 20-amp, 250 VAC power cord. 
A Hard wire connection is necessary for the Model STF55666C-1.  
Only Horizontal installation. 
 
Models starting “HTF” represents Hinged Tube Furnace. These are only the heated 
chamber and thermocouples, no control components. 
The HTF-series require a Control Console to control the voltage to the heaters. 
Model HTF55347C will draw 22–amps on 240 VAC 
Model HTF55667C will draw 47–amps on 240 VAC 
Horizontal and Vertical installations can be achieved. 
 
Models starting “CC” represents Control Console. These Consoles contain only the 
control components mounted in a metal enclosure.  
Hard wire connections are necessary for all of these Control Consoles, along with their 
hard wire electrical connections to the HTF-series furnace.  
Electrical connections allow approximately 6-feet space between Furnace and Console. 
 
The Control Console CC58434-series is rated for 60-amps, with a 70-amp circuit 
breaker/switch. 
Some Electricians will question the 70-amp rated circuit breaker for the smaller furnace 
drawing less than 30-amps. 
A 30-amp circuit breaker, part number 302795H05, can be purchased and substituted at 
their cost. 
 
 
 
Thermocouple Installation 
 
In 3-zone tube furnace models HTF55347C and HTF55667C, 5 thermocouples are 
factory installed. 
 
All of these 5 thermocouples are used when connected to Control Console model 
CC58434PC-1, Temperature Differential controller configuration. 
 
 
However, in the Control Console models below, only 3 or 4 of the available 5 
thermocouples are needed. 
 
Models CC58434C-1 and CC584343PC-1:  
Needs 3 thermocouples; use 1TC, 2TC and 3TC in the matching Ports 
(1TC-C and 3TC-C are not used) 
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Diagnostics of Three-Zone furnaces 
 
High temperature Run away 

- Check the solid state relay for each of the three zones 
- Center-zone thermocouple is inaccurate and causing other zones to be too hot 
- In Differential controlled models, if the Center-air temp increases above the 

setpoint, maybe from a failed sensor or relay, the End-zones will follow. 
- In Differential controlled models, if the End-zone temp is operated more than 50C 

above the Center-zone setpoint, the Center-zone air temp will gain this excess 
temp, which will cause the End-zones will follow. 

 
Measured air temp is different from independent measured temperature 

- See section above about unique heating instance with a Quartz Process Tube 
- Center-zone thermocouple is inaccurate and causing other zones to be too hot 
- Calibration can be performed in Controller to match the independent 
- Replace the thermocouple if more that 20°C difference is determined 

 
No heat in any zone 

- Safety mechanical relay is open/deenergized/failed 
- Check controller settings: AL1 must always be 9 in Yokogowa controllers  
- Check Excess temperature controller used in some models 

 
No heat in One zone, but other zones are heating normal 

- Check the solid state relay for cold zone 
- Check the setpoint selected for cold zone 
- Check Heater for cold zone 
- Check signal from Controller to the solid state relay for cold zone 
- Check fuses for cold zone 

 
Poor or slow heating  

- Tube adapter insulation parts and Process tube must be installed 
- Large gaps between insulation and Process tube 
- Electrical Supply voltage is low 


